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Abstract
In the last decade Alur and Dill introduced a model of automata on timed !-sequences which
extends the traditional models of /nite automata. In this paper, we present a theory of timed
!-trees which extends both the theory of timed !-sequences and the theory of !-trees. The
main motivation is to introduce a new way of specifying real-time systems and provide tools
for studying decidability problems in related /elds. We focus on the decision problems and their
applications in system veri/cation and synthesis.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In the last decades, a signi/cant amount of literature has been devoted to the theory
of /nite automata on in/nite sequences and in/nite trees. In the 1960s, with their
pioneering works, B8uchi [6], McNaughton [17], and Rabin [22] introduced this theory,
which, more recently, turned out to be an important source of tools for the synthesis
and veri/cation of nonterminating computer programs. (Thomas surveys automata on
in/nite sequences and trees [25].) Exploring the connections with mathematical logic,
and in particular temporal logic, has been very successful [5,8,27,28]. The main results
in this perspective consist of reducing decision problems from the /eld of logics to
decidable problems of the automata theory /eld.
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To model and verify real-time systems (that is, systems that interact with physical
processes and whose correct behavior crucially depends upon real-time considerations)
/nite automata, as well as other speci/cation formalisms, have been powered with
clocks to consider time explicitly. Alur and Dill [2] propose and study a model of
/nite automata on timed (in/nite) sequences and develop a corresponding theory of
timed languages. In their model, time grows continuously and uniformly in the range
of the positive real numbers. Here, we study a theory of /nite automata on timed
!-trees. 1 As in the model due to Alur and Dill, we assume that time is dense. Our
paradigm extends both timed automata to !-trees and automata on !-trees to timed
automata with the aim at introducing a new formalism to specify real-time systems and
to provide a robust theory for studying decision problems related to the veri/cation
and synthesis of systems. In general, branching-time models are suitable for reasoning
about nondeterminism which, in turn, is useful to model concurrent programs (nonde-
terministic interleaving of atomic processes). Moreover, they allow path quanti/ers to
be expressed and this is particularly helpful in applications such as system synthesis.
We consider timed !-trees, i.e. !-trees in which a real-valued time of occurrence
is associated with each node, and introduce /nite automata on timed !-trees. We ob-
tain diIerent models by considering both deterministic and nondeterministic paradigms
and both Muller and B8uchi acceptance conditions. We prove that, diIerently from
timed !-sequences, for timed !-trees the Muller acceptance condition turns out to be
strictly stronger than the B8uchi one, and the nondeterministic B8uchi and the determin-
istic Muller acceptance conditions result to be not comparable. Moreover, we prove
that all the classes are closed under union and intersection, but they are not closed
under complementation. The nondeterministic classes turn out to be also closed under
concatenation and !-iteration (that is, the in/nite iteration of the concatenation).
In this paper, we give particular emphasis to the decision problems and their com-
plexity, and illustrate some applications in connection to system veri/cation and syn-
thesis. We consider the reachability problem for timed tree automata. The solution of
this problem is related to the veri/cation of safety properties, that is properties assert-
ing that “nothing bad will happen”. For automata on sequences, reachability can be
stated as the problem of deciding if there exists a run from a location s to some “bad”
location. In timed tree automata we have a ∀-reachability problem and a ∃-reachability
problem. In the /rst case we want to decide if there exists a run of the automaton
starting from a location s that reaches on each path some location from a set of bad
locations. In the second case, we want to decide if a bad location is reachable from s at
least on a path of a run. Clearly, the ∃-reachability problem reduces to the reachability
problem for timed automata on words, while the ∀-reachability problem is typically
a tree automaton problem. We prove that this problem can be decided in exponential
time and we also show a matching lower bound.
Another crucial decision problem is checking for the nonemptiness of a language
accepted by a timed tree automaton. We prove the decidability of the nonemptiness
problem for all the considered models, and give an exponential-time decision algorithm.
1 We recall that in the theory of automata, the expressions “!-sequence” and “!-tree” are commonly used
to denote, respectively, an in/nite sequence and an in/nite tree.
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A matching lower bound is obtained by observing that, for B8uchi and Muller timed tree
automata, the ∀-reachability problem can be reduced in linear time to the nonemptiness
problem. We also consider the equivalence problem and prove that it is undecidable for
nondeterministic timed tree automata while it is decidable for the deterministic ones.
Related to the nonemptiness problem, we prove a theorem that reduces the nonempti-
ness problem of timed tree automata to the nonemptiness problem of a simpler class
of automata, that we call highly deterministic timed tree automata. This result is inter-
esting since it can be used to relate timed tree automata to timed graphs, and we have
exploited this [15] to prove the decidability of the /nite satis/ability of TCTL [1] when
the equality is not allowed in the timing constraints of the formulae. An interesting
property of highly deterministic timed tree automata is that the accepted language is not
empty if and only if the corresponding untimed language contains exactly an !-tree. As
a consequence, it is possible to separate the control for the acceptance conditions from
that of the timing features in the procedure for checking the nonemptiness. Despite
of this property, we prove the nonemptiness problem for this class of automata turns
out to be EXPTIME-hard. The ∀-reachability problem for highly deterministic timed tree
automata is instead PSPACE-complete.
The decidability of the nonemptiness problem for timed tree automata has interesting
connections to the decidability of real-time branching-time temporal logic. The decid-
ability of the satis/ability problem is reduced to the nonemptiness problem for timed
B8uchi tree automata for formulae of the real-time logic STCTL [16] and of TCTL 2 [15].
In both cases, the obtained decision algorithms take exponential time, and thus are op-
timal, in the sense that they match the known lower bounds [14]. Another interesting
application of timed tree automata is related to the synthesis of an open reactive sys-
tem, that is a reactive system whose behavior depends not only on its current state but
also on the behavior of the environment. A natural framework to model open reactive
systems is given by an in/nite two-player game: the eIective construction of winning
strategies in games corresponds to synthesizing a correct controller for the given sys-
tem. We discuss an approach to solve a control synthesis problem for timed automata.
Our approach is based on the translation of this problem to the reachability and the
nonemptiness problem of timed tree automata. Timed games have been already con-
sidered in the literature. Reachability problems in timed games were solved by Asarin
et al. [3,4], and the EXPTIME-hardness of reachability timed games was proved by
Henzinger and Kopke [11]. Rectangular hybrid games with winning conditions ex-
pressed by LTL formulae were solved by Henzinger et al. [10]. Faella et al. discuss an
automata theoretic approach to solving LTL and CTL timed games [9].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce timed tree
automata and give the basic de/nitions. In Section 3 we show some crucial results
relating timed tree languages to untimed ones. The closure properties are considered in
Section 4 and the language inclusions in Section 5. Section 6 is devoted to the decision
problems. We consider the reachability, nonemptiness and equivalence problems. In
Section 7 we study the highly deterministic timed tree automata. In Section 8 we
2 This result is limited to the /nite satis/ability of TCTL-formulae that do not have the equality in the
timing constraints. We recall that the /nite satis/ability is undecidable for a general TCTL-formula [1].
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recall some applications of the theory of tree automata to real-time temporal logic,
and we illustrate an approach to solve timed games based on timed tree automata. In
Section 9 we will give our conclusions.
2. The model
In this section, we introduce the concept of timed !-tree and timed !-tree automaton
and de/ne various models of automata, by considering both deterministic and nonde-
terministic paradigms and diIerent conditions on the acceptance of a timed !-tree.
Let  be an alphabet and dom(t) be a subset of {1; : : : ; k}∗, for a positive integer
k, with the properties:
• if wj∈dom(t), then wi∈dom(t) for all i such that 16i¡j;
• if w∈dom(t), then there exists i∈{1; : : : ; k} such that wi∈dom(t);
• if w∈dom(t) and w= ui, with i∈{1; : : : ; k}, then u∈dom(t).
A -valued !-tree is a mapping t :dom(t)→. Each w∈dom(t) is called a node of
t, or simply a node. Given a node w, we denote with deg(w) the arity of w, that
is deg(w)=max{j |wj∈dom(t)}, and with pre(w) the set of the pre/xes of w. In
the following, we will use u¡v to denote that u∈pre(v) and u 	= v. A path in t is a
maximal subset of dom(t) linearly ordered by the pre/x relation. Often, we will denote
a path with the ordered sequence of its nodes, that is, given a path  we denote it as
= v0; v1; v2; : : : where v0 is  and vi ∈pre(vi+1). With In(t|) we denote the set of the
symbols labeling in/nitely many nodes on the path  in t. With R+ we denote the set
of the nonnegative real numbers.
A timed !-tree is obtained by an !-tree by coupling a nonnegative real number
with the symbol associated to each node. We want to model the situation where the
nodes of an !-tree becomes available as time elapses, that is, at a given time only
a /nite portion of the !-tree is available for reading. Thus, the real numbers we as-
sociate to the nodes give (except for the root , where this number is assumed to be
the absolute time of occurrence) the time which has elapsed since the parent node has
been scanned at input. Formally, a timed -valued !-tree is a pair (t; ) where t is a
-valued !-tree and , called time tree, is a mapping from dom(t) into R+ with the
properties:
• positiveness: (w)¿0 for any w∈dom(t)− {} and ()¿0;
• progress: for any path  and for any x∈R+ there exists a w∈  such that∑
v∈pre(w) (v)¿x.
The positiveness property implies that a positive delay exists between any two con-
secutive nodes. The progress requirement guarantees that in/nitely many events (i.e.
nodes appearing at input) cannot occur in a /nite slice of time (nonzenoness). Given
a timed !-tree (t; ) and a node w, we denote with w the time at which w is available
at input, that is w =
∑
v∈pre(w) (v). Furthermore, we denote with T
k
 the set of the
-valued timed !-trees (t; ) with dom(t)⊆{1; : : : ; k}∗. From now on, in this paper
we use the term tree to refer to a -valued !-tree for some alphabet  and the term
timed tree to refer to a timed -valued !-tree. Moreover, a (timed) tree language is
any set of (timed) trees.
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Now, we introduce an automaton recognizing timed tree languages. It is similar to
the one de/ned by Alur and Dill [2] for timed !-sequences and it models a sys-
tem with only one (real-valued) clock that scans the time for the whole system. A
/nite set of clock variables (also said simply clocks) are used for testing timing con-
straints on which state transitions depend. Each clock can be seen as a chronograph
synchronized with the system clock. Their values can be read or set to zero (reset):
after a reset, a clock restarts automatically. In the automaton, timing constraints are
expressed by clock constraints. Let C be a set of clocks, the set of clock constraints
 (C) contains:
• x6y + c; x¿y + c; x6c and x¿c where x; y∈C and c is a rational number;
• ¬# and #1 ∧ #2 where #; #1; #2 ∈ (C).
Furthermore, a clock interpretation is a mapping $ :C→R+. In the following, we
denote the set of clock interpretations over the set of clocks C by RC+. If $ is a
clock interpretation, % is a set of clocks and d is a real number, we denote with
[%→ 0]($ + d) the clock interpretation that for each clock x∈ % gives 0 and for each
clock x 	∈ % gives the value $(x) + d. A nondeterministic timed tree transition table is
the 5-tuple (; S; S0; '; C), where:
•  is an alphabet;
• S is a /nite set of locations;
• S0⊆ S is the set of starting locations;
• C is a /nite set of clocks;
• ' is a /nite subset of ⋃k¿0 (S ×× Sk × (2C)k × (C)).
A timed tree transition table is deterministic if |S0|=1 and for each pair of diIerent




1; : : : ; %
′
k ; #
′) in '; # and #′ are
inconsistent (i.e., #∧ #′=false for all clock interpretations).
A traditional transition table is a 4-tuple (; S; S0; '′; C) where '′ contains a rules
of the type (s; (; s1; : : : ; sk) and thus each transition depends on the current location and
the current input symbol. With the introduction of time, the transitions are also in-
Puenced by clock values. For example a transition rule (s; (; s1; : : : ; sk ; %1; : : : ; %k ; #)∈'
can be taken from location s if the current clock interpretation satis/es the clock
constraint #. Thus, the state of a timed transition table is completely captured by the
current location s and the current clock interpretation $, and is denoted as 〈s; $〉. A tran-
sition (s; (; s1; : : : ; sk ; %1; : : : ; %k ; #)∈' of timed tree transition table can be informally
described as follows. Suppose that the system entered location s in the state 〈s; $〉 and
that after a delay d, a symbol ( is available at the input. At this point, the system
can take the above transition if the current clock interpretation (i.e., $+ d) satis/es #.
As the eIect of this transition, k copies of the system are started, respectively, from
states 〈s1; [%1→ 0]($ + d)〉; : : : ; 〈sk ; [%k → 0]($ + d)〉, and will accept the input related
to the corresponding children of the node currently at input. A timed tree transition
table (; S; S0; '; C) associates with each node of a timed tree a state according to the
transition rules in '. Formally, the behavior of a timed tree transition table is captured
by the following de/nition. Let A=(; S; S0; '; C) be a timed tree transition table and
(t; ) be a timed tree. A run of A on (t; ) is a pair (r; $), where:
• r :dom(t)→ S and $ :dom(t)→RC+;
• r()∈ S0 and $()= $0 where $0(x)= 0 for any x∈C;
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• for w∈dom(t); k =deg(w): (r(w); t(w); r(w1); : : : ; r(wk); %1; : : : ; %k ; #)∈'; $(w) +
(w) ful/lls # and $(wi)= [%i → 0]($(w) + (w)) for i∈{1; : : : ; k}.
Clearly, deterministic transition tables have at most one run for each timed tree.
Given a transition table we de/ne a timed tree automaton by specifying its accep-
tance condition: the runs of an automaton are those of the corresponding transition
table. A nondeterministic (resp. deterministic) B8uchi timed tree automaton is a 6-tuple
A=(; S; S0; '; C; F), where (; S; S0; '; C) is a nondeterministic (resp. deterministic)
timed tree transition table and F ⊆ S is the set of the /nal locations. A timed tree (t; )
is accepted by a B8uchi timed tree automaton A if and only if there is a run (r; $) of
A on (t; ) such that In(r|)∩F 	= ∅ for each path  in r. The language accepted by
A, denoted by T (A), is de/ned as the set {(t; ) | (t; ) is accepted by A}. We de/ne
a nondeterministic (resp. deterministic) Muller timed tree automaton analogously. The
only changes needed are: an acceptance family  ⊆ 2S for the set of /nal locations
F and the new acceptance condition “In(r|)∈ ” for “In(r|)∩F 	= ∅”. Considering
the introduced acceptance conditions, we have four classes of timed tree automata
and we denote them (and the corresponding classes of languages) with the abbrevia-
tions: TMTA (nondeterministic Muller timed tree automata), TBTA (nondeterministic
B8uchi timed tree automata), DTMTA (deterministic Muller timed tree automata) and
DTBTA (deterministic B8uchi timed tree automata). Moreover, we denote the classes
of (deterministic) Muller tree automata (and the corresponding classes of languages)
with (D)MTA and (deterministic) B8uchi tree automata (and the corresponding classes
of languages) with (D)BTA. The classes MTA and BTA are treated by Thomas [25].
3. From timed to untimed languages
In this section, we give a theorem relating timed tree languages and tree languages.
This result is crucial, but its proof is similar to that given by Alur and Dill [2] for
!-sequence languages, so some details will be omitted.
Let T be a timed tree language, Untime(T ) is {t | (t; )∈T for some time tree }.
We want to de/ne a tree automaton accepting the Untime(T ) of the language accepted
by a given timed tree automaton. Observe that, for a timed tree automaton, the number
of clock interpretations is in/nite, and thus is the number of states. However, they
can be partitioned in a /nite number of equivalence classes, called clock regions, so
that all the clock interpretations in an equivalence class satisfy the same set of clock
constraints of the considered transition table. To formalize this notion, we introduce
/rst some notations. For d∈R+ and a natural h, we denote with dh the integer k and
with fracth(d) the real d′ such that d= k(1=h) + d′ and 06d′¡1=h. Given a timed
transition table A=(; S; S0; '; C), let u be the least common denominator among the
denominators of the rational numbers used in the clock constraints of A transitions, and
for all clocks x∈C, let cx be the largest integer c such that c=u is equal to a constant
appearing in some clock constraint of A involving x. The region equivalence, denoted
by , is de/ned as the equivalence relation over the pairs of clock interpretations such
that $ $′ if and only if the following conditions hold:
• for x∈C, either $(x)u = $′(x)u or both $(x)¿cx=u and $′(x)¿cx=u;
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• for x; y∈C with $(x)6cx=u and $(y)6cy=u; fractu($(x))6fractu($(y)) if and only
if fractu($′(x))6fractu($′(y));
• for x∈C with $(x)6cx=u; fractu($(x))= 0 if and only if fractu($′(x))= 0.
Then a clock region is an equivalence class of clock interpretations induced by . Note
that the de/nition of clock region we introduced is equivalent to the one introduced by
Alur and Dill [2] for timed automata on !-sequences. They proved that the number of
the clock regions is upper bounded by |C|! 2|C| ∏x∈C (2cx+2), where with ∏x∈C (2cx+
2) we denote, as usual, the product of (2cx + 2) for x∈C [2]. Obviously, this upper
bound holds here, too.
Lemma 3.1. The number of clock regions is O(|C|! 2|C| ∏x∈C (2cx + 2)).
Given a clock interpretation $; [$] denotes the clock region containing $. From the
de/nition of region equivalence, it holds that if $ satis/es a clock constraint # then it
is so for all $′ ∈ [$]. Then, we consistently say that [$] satis/es a clock constraint #
if $ satis/es #. Moreover, a clock region 1′ is said to be a time-successor of a clock
region 1 if and only if for all $∈ 1 there is a positive h∈R+ such that $+ h∈ 1′. Let
A=(; S; S0; '; C) be a timed tree transition table, the corresponding region transition
table R(A) is a transition table de/ned by:
• the set of states R(S)= {〈s; 1〉 | s∈ S and 1 is a clock region for A};
• the set of starting states R(S0)= {〈s0; 10〉 | s0 ∈ S0 and for x∈C; 10 satis/es x=0};
• the transition rules R(') de/ned as: (〈s; 1〉; (; 〈s1; 11〉; : : : ; 〈sk ; 1k〉)∈R(') if and only
if (s; (; s1; : : : ; sk ; %1; : : : ; %k ; #)∈' and there is a time-successor 1′ of 1 such that 1′
satis/es # and 1i = [%i → 0]1′ for all i∈{1; : : : ; k}.
We observe that R(A) might be nondeterministic even if A is deterministic. The cause
of such nondeterminism is related to the clock constraints of A. For example, suppose
that there is a transition of A which is enabled from location s, on a symbol (, and on
the clock regions 1 and 1′ where 1′ is a time-successor of 1. Even if this is the only
transition enabled on ( from these regions, the region transition table will have at least
two transitions from 〈s; 1〉 on the symbol (: one corresponding to take the transition
from 1 and the other from 1′ after that a delay has elapsed. These considerations
suggest the condition stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let A be a deterministic timed transition table. R(A) is deterministic if
for each transition (s; (; s1; : : : ; sk ; %1; : : : ; %k ; #) of A, for each clock interpretation $
which ful;lls # and for any t¿0 the following conditions hold: (1) $ + t does not




1; : : : ; %
′
k ; #
′) of A, $+ t does
not ful;ll #′.
Proof. Let e=(〈s; 1〉; (; 〈s1; 11〉; : : : ; 〈sk ; 1k〉) and e′=(〈s; 1〉; (; 〈s′1; 1′1〉; : : : ; 〈s′k ; 1′k〉) be
two diIerent transitions of R('). There are two possible cases: e and e′ are obtained
either from two diIerent transitions of A or from the same transition. In the /rst case,
suppose that # e #′ are, respectively, the clock constraints guarding e and e′, then there
are 1′ satisfying # and 1′′ satisfying #′ such that both 1′ and 1′′ are time-successors
of 1. Since A is deterministic, 1′ and 1′′ must be diIerent, but condition (2) implies
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that neither 1′ can be a time-successor of 1′′ nor 1′′ can be a time-successor of 1′
and thus they cannot be time-successors of a same region 1. In the second case, if
both rules are obtained from (s; (; s1; : : : ; sk ; %1; : : : ; %k ; #)∈', then si = s′i . Moreover,
condition (1) implies the uniqueness of a time-successor 1′ of 1 such that 1′ satis/es
#, and thus, 1i = 1′i . We can conclude that R(') is deterministic.
As a consequence of the above lemma, in case of deterministic timed tree automata
with transitions guarded by constraints of form x= c, we have that R(A) is determin-
istic.
We use the region automaton as the transition table of a tree automaton accepting
the Untime of the language accepted by a given timed tree automaton. Since R(A) is
a transition table over untimed !-trees and time is only embedded in its states with
the granularity of clock regions, to ensure that to a run of R(A) on a tree corresponds
a run on a timed tree of A, we need to require an additional property on A. We say
that a clock x0 of a timed tree automaton A has 1-bounded resets if and only if for
all (t; )∈T (A), for all runs (r; $) of A on (t; ), and for all paths  in t there exist
u1¡v1¡u2¡v2¡ · · · in  such that $(uh)(x0)= 0 and $(vh)(x0)¿1, for all h¿1. The
following result holds.
Lemma 3.3. Let A be a timed tree automaton in TMTA (resp. TBTA, DTMTA
and DTBTA). There exists a timed tree automaton A′ in TMTA (resp. TBTA,
DTMTA and DTBTA) having a clock with 1-bounded resets such that
T (A)=T (A′).
Proof. Let A=(; S; S0; '; C;  ) be a nondeterministic Muller timed tree automaton.
We de/ne a nondeterministic Muller timed tree automaton A′=(; S × {0; 1}; S0 ×
{0}; '′; C′;  ′), where:
• C′=C ∪{x0} with x0 	∈C;
• '′ contains ((s; 0); (; (s1; 0); : : : ; (sk ; 0); %1; : : : ; %k ; #∧ (x0¡1)), ((s; 0); (; (s1; 1); : : : ;
(sk ; 1); %1; : : : ; %k ; #∧ (x0¿1)) and ((s; 1); (; (s1; 0); : : : ; (sk ; 0); %1 ∪{x0}; : : : ; %k ∪{x0};
#), for all rules (s; (; s1; : : : ; sk ; %1; : : : ; %k ; #)∈';
•  ′= {Y ⊆ S ×{0; 1} | 41(Y )∈ }, where 41 is the projection of the /rst component
of a pair.
Note that the constraints on the clock x0 aIect only the second component of the
locations of A′. The /rst component, which is relevant for the acceptance, follows the
transition rules of A. Thus, we have that T (A)=T (A′) and, due to the progress property
of timed trees, the clock x0 has obviously 1-bounded resets. Furthermore, if A is in
TBTA, the B8uchi automaton A′ is obtained by considering as set of /nal locations the
set {s∈ S ×{0; 1} | 41(s)∈F}, where F is the set of /nal locations of A. The above
constructions preserve the determinism, hence the result also holds for A in DTMTA
or DTBTA.
We can construct now an automaton accepting Untime(T (A)) for a timed tree
automaton A. Let A be a nondeterministic Muller timed tree automaton (; S; S0; '; C;  )
accepting T and having a clock x0 with 1-bounded resets. We de/ne the Muller tree
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automaton AU =(; SU ; SU0 ; '
U ;  U ), where:
(1) SU contains 〈s; 1; h〉 where s∈ S; 1 is a clock region and h∈{0; 1; 2};
(2) SU0 contains 〈s; 1; 2〉 where 〈s; 1〉 ∈R(S0);
(3) (〈s; 1; h〉; (; 〈s1; 11; h1〉; : : : ; 〈sk ; 1k ; hk〉)∈'U if and only if (〈s; 1〉; (; 〈s1; 11〉; : : : ;




1 if 1i satis/es x0 ¿ 1;
2 if 1i satis/es x0 = 0 and h=1;
0 otherwise:
(4)  U = {Y ⊆ SU | 41(Y )∈ and 43(Y )∩{2} 	= ∅} with 4i the projection of the ith
component of a triple.
The third component in the states of AU implements a counter modulo 3 and is updated
according to the clock x0 which has 1-bounded resets. It is used to ensure that time
diverges in the accepting runs of AU (which guarantees the ful/llment of the progress
property).
If the automaton A is a TBTA, then a BTA analogous to AU can be de/ned. In par-
ticular, the unique diIerences are the acceptance set and the addition of another counter
modulo 3 (this adds a fourth component to the locations). Let F be the acceptance set
of A and 4i the projection of the ith component of a quadruple. On a transition from
location s the counter is updated as follows: it changes from 0 to 1 if 41(s)∈F , from
1 to 2 if 43(s)= 2, from 2 to 0 always, and stays unchanged, otherwise. The set of
acceptance states becomes FU = {s∈ SU | 44(s)= 2} and SU0 contains 〈s; 1; 2; 0〉 where
〈s; 1〉 ∈R(S0). We call again this automaton AU .
From Lemma 3.1 and the above construction, we have the following remark.
Remark 3.4. The number of states of AU is O(|S| |C|! 2|C| ∏x∈C (2cx + 2)).
Note that if R(A) is deterministic then AU is deterministic, too. The following
theorem states the relationship between a timed tree language T and Untime(T ).
Theorem 3.5. If T is a timed tree language in TMTA (resp. in TBTA) then Untime
(T ) is in MTA (resp. in BTA).
Proof. Given a timed tree language T in TMTA, by Lemma 3.3 there exists a timed
Muller tree automata A having a clock x0 with 1-bounded resets such that T =T (A).
Let AU be de/ned as above. We show that T (AU )=Untime(T (A)). Let (r; $) be an
accepting run of A on timed tree (t; ), we de/ne r′ as r′(w)= 〈r(w); [$(w)]〉 for
every w∈dom(t). By the de/nition of AU it is easy to verify that r′ is an accept-
ing run of AU on t. Vice-versa let r′ be an accepting run of AU on a tree t, with
r′(w)= 〈sw; 1w〉 for any w∈dom(t). We observe that, since r′ is an accepting run,
for all paths  there are u1¡v1¡u2¡v2¡ · · · in  such that 1uh satis/es x0 = 0
and 1vh satis/es x0¿1 for h∈{1; 2; 3; : : :}. For w∈dom(t), let (w)=d where d is
such that k =deg(w); (sw; t(w); sw1; : : : ; swk ; %w1; : : : ; %wk ; #)∈'; 1wi = [%i → 0](1w + d)
for i=1; : : : ; k and 1w + d satis/es #. By the de/nition of R('); (w) is always
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de/ned and positive. Moreover, the above property for the paths of an accepting run
of AU guarantees that  is a time tree. An accepting run (r; $) of A on (t; ) can be
obtained in this way: r(w)= sw and $(w)∈ 1w. Thus, there exists an accepting run
of A on t if and only if there exist  and an accepting run of AU on (t; ). Hence,
T (AU )=Untime(T (A)). The result for B8uchi automata can be proved in a similar way.
Given a symbol (∈, we de/ne a set Q( of the states 〈s; 1〉 of R(A) such that AU ,
starting from 〈s; 1; 2〉, accepts some timed tree whose root is labeled by (. We denote
this set as the set of the (-starting states of A. We will use this de/nition in Section 4.
4. Closure properties
In this section, we give the main closure properties for the introduced classes of
automata.
Theorem 4.1. The classes DTBTA, DTMTA, TBTA and TMTA are closed under
intersection and union, but they are not closed under complementation.
Proof. The positive results are proved with the usual constructions taking care of
the timing features. The nonclosure under complementation is proved with counter-
examples which are similar to the counter-example given in [2]. Let T={(t; )∈Tk{a}|
there exists a path  in t and v; w∈  such that ∑u∈pre(w)−pre(v) (u)= 1}. It can be seen
that T ∈TBTA, but its complement with respect to Tk{a} is not in TMTA. Finally, the
language {(t; )∈Tk{a; b} | for all paths  in t; a∈ In(t|)}∈DTBTA and its complement
with respect to Tk{a; b} is not in DTMTA.
The concatenation of two timed tree languages T1 and T2, denoted with T1 · cT2, is
de/ned as the !-tree language obtained from timed trees in T1 by replacing a timed
tree of T2 for each subtree rooted in a node labeled with the “/rst” occurrence of
c along a path. Note that diIerent timed trees of T2 can be substituted for diIerent
subtrees of a given t ∈T1. The !-iteration of a timed tree language T , denoted with
T!c, is de/ned as the in/nite iteration of the concatenation.
Theorem 4.2. The classes TBTA and TMTA are closed under concatenation and
!-iteration.
Proof. We start with the closure under concatenation for TBTA. Let Ai =(; Si; S0i ; 'i;
Ci; Fi) for i=1; 2 be two nondeterministic B8uchi timed tree automata with S1 ∩ S2 = ∅
and C1 ∩C2 = ∅. Let Qc be the set of the c-starting states of A1. Given a clock region
1 and a set of clocks %, let #(1; %) be the clock constraint #1 ∨ · · · ∨ #r where, given
the clock regions 1′1; : : : ; 1
′
r such that 1= [%→ 0]1′i + d for a d∈R+; #i is the clock
constraint equivalent to 1′i (in the sense that a clock interpretation $ satis/es #i if and
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DTB TA DTM TA TB TA TM TA
Union Yes Yes Yes Yes
Intersection Yes Yes Yes Yes
Complementation No No No No
Concatenation No No Yes Yes
ω−iteration No No Yes Yes
Fig. 1. Summary of results on closure properties.
only if $ is a clock interpretation in 1′i). A nondeterministic B8uchi timed tree automaton
accepting T (A1) · cT (A2) is A=(; S1 ∪ S2; S0; '; C1 ∪C2; F1 ∪F2) where S0 = S01 ∪ S02
if ∃s∈ S01 and 〈s; 10; 2〉 ∈Qc (where 10 is the clock region containing the clock inter-
pretation $(x)= 0; ∀x∈C1) else S0 = S01 , and ' contains '2 and the set of the rules
(s; (; s1; : : : ; sk ; %1; : : : ; %k ; #) such that:
• ( 	= c;
• there exist a (s; (; s′1; : : : ; s′k ; %′1; : : : ; %′k ; #′)∈'1; 06i1; : : : ; ih6k, and regions 1i1 ; : : : ;
1ih , such that (1) 〈s′ij ; 1ij〉 ∈Qc; sij ∈ S02 and %ij =C2 ∀j∈{1; : : : ; h}, (2) sj = s′j and
%j = %′j ∀j 	∈ {i1; : : : ; ih} and (3) #= #′ ∧ #(1i1 ; %′i1 )∧ · · · ∧ #(1ih ; %′ih).
When the automaton A starts, it behaves as A1. When A1 enters a state 〈s; $〉 and
〈s; [$]〉 is a c-starting state, a possible root of a tree in T (A2) is processed, and then
A switches to A2. Since the nodes on which the trees in T2 are pasted are a priori
unknown, a nondeterministic choice occurs on every node (including the root). The
same construction holds for A1 and A2 in TMTA with the unique diIerence that the
acceptance family of A is  = 1 ∪ 2, where  i is the acceptance family of Ai; i=1; 2.
For the closure under !-iteration, we suppose that the automaton A1 has the prop-
erty that in its runs the starting states appear only at the root. A timed tree automaton
accepting (T (A1))!c is A′=(−{c}; S1; S01 ; '; C1; F1 ∪ S01 ) where ' contains all transi-




1; : : : ; %
′
k ; #
′)∈'1; {〈s′i1 ; 1i1〉; : : : ;〈s′ih ; 1ih〉}⊆Qc and: (1) sij ∈ S01 and %ij =C1 ∀j∈{1; : : : ; h}, (2) sj = s′j and %j = %′j ∀j 	∈{i1; : : : ; ih}, and (3) #= #′ ∧ #(1i1 ; %′i1 )∧ · · · ∧ #(1ih ; %′ih). If we consider Muller timed
tree automata, in the previous construction some changes are needed. First, the set of
locations is S1×{0; 1}. The second component of each location implements a binary
counter that is incremented every time a starting location of A1 is entered. As a con-
sequence, the transition rules are suitably modi/ed. Last, the acceptance family is
{X ⊆ S1×{0; 1} | 41(X )∈ 1 or 42(X )= {0; 1}} where 4i projects the ith component
of a pair and  1 is the acceptance family of A1 (Fig. 1).
The above results do not hold for the deterministic classes. A counter-example for the
concatenation is given by the languages T1 = {(t; ) ∈ Tk{a; c} | ∀ paths = ; v1; v2; : : :∃i
such that t(vi)= c} and T2 = {(t; )∈Tk{a} | ∀ paths =; v1; v2; : : : ∃i such that
∑i
j=1 (vj)
= 1}. Thus, the language T =T1 · cT2 contains the timed {a}-valued trees having two
cuts such that the delay between the nodes of the /rst cut and those of the second
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one is 1. A deterministic timed tree automaton accepting T would have an unbounded
number of clocks, thus T is not in DTMTA, while the languages T1 and T2 are both
in DTBTA. The language {(t; )∈Tk{a; c} | t()= a and ∀ paths = ; v1; v2; : : : there are
i; j such that i¡j; t(vj)= c; t(vh)= a for every 16h6i, and
∑i
h=1 (vh)= 1} gives
the counter-example for the !-iteration.
5. Language inclusions
In this section, we compare the diIerent classes of timed tree languages.
We start proving a theorem that gives a strong result concerning the relation between
a particular class of timed languages and their corresponding Untime.
Theorem 5.1. Let T be a tree language, then:
• {(t; ) | t ∈T and  is a time tree} is in (D)TBTA if and only if T is in (D)BTA;
• {(t; ) | t ∈T and  is a time tree} is in (D)TMTA if and only if T is in (D)MTA.
Proof. The “if” part of all the assertions is immediate since the automaton accepting
{(t; ) | t ∈T and  is a time tree} is obtained directly from the one accepting T by sim-
ply adding the constant true as clock constraint in all the transitions. The “only if” part
for the nondeterministic classes comes directly from Theorem 3.5. For the deterministic
classes, we consider /rst the language T ′= {(t; ) | t ∈T; (w)= 1 ∀w∈dom(t)} which
is in the same class as the language {(t; ) | t ∈T and  is a time tree}. In fact, a timed
tree automaton for T ′ can be designed starting from the one accepting {(t; ) | t ∈T and
 is a time tree} by simply considering a new clock variable, say x, and adding both
the constraint x=1 and the reset of x to all transitions. Such an automaton ful/lls the
property stated in Lemma 3.2. Thus the automaton AU is deterministic and the theorem
is proved.
Note that in general, for a timed tree language T it is not true that Untime(T )∈
(D)BTA (resp. Untime(T )∈ (D)MTA) implies T ∈ (D)TBTA (resp. T ∈ (D)TMTA).
As a counter-example consider the language T = {(t; )∈Tk{a} | for all paths  in t
and all v∈  there exists w∈  such that ∑u∈pre(w)−pre(v) (u)= 1}. It is clear that
Untime(T )∈DBTA while T does not belong to neither TBTA nor TMTA.
The relationships between the considered classes of languages are inherited from
those between tree languages, by means of Theorem 5.1. It is known that BTA is
strictly included in MTA [23]. The proof of this result can be easily modi/ed to
obtain DBTA⊂DMTA. The following theorem completes the relationships among all
the considered classes of untimed tree languages and was proved elsewhere (Fig. 2)
[16].
Theorem 5.2. DBTA⊂BTA∩DMTA, BTA∪DMTA⊂MTA, and BTA and DMTA are
not comparable.
The next corollary extends the above results to timed tree languages.
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TMTA
DTMTA DTBTA TBTA
Fig. 2. Relationships between the classes TMTA, TBTA, DTMTA and DTBTA.
Corollary 5.3. It holds that:
(1) DTBTA⊂TBTA∩DTMTA;
(2) TBTA∪DTMTA⊂TMTA;
(3) TBTA and DTMTA are not comparable.
Proof. By the usual constructions we have DTBTA⊆DTMTA and TBTA⊆TMTA.
The proof is completed by Theorems 5.1 and 5.2.
In spite of the nonclosure under complementation of the considered classes we can
prove that the complement of a language belonging to DTMTA is in TMTA. This
result will be useful to prove the decidability of the equivalence problem for DTMTA
in Section 6. Let DTMTA be the set of languages obtained by complementation of the
languages in DTMTA. The following result holds.
Theorem 5.4. DTMTA∪DTMTA⊂TMTA.
Proof. Let us consider a DTMTA A having exactly one run for each (t; )∈Tk .
The timed tree automaton A′, accepting the complement of T (A), nondeterministically
guesses a path on which it veri/es that the acceptance conditions of A do not hold
and accepts unconditionally on the other paths. Hence we have the containment. From
the nonclosure of TMTA under complementation (Theorem 4.1), it follows that the
containment is strict.
6. Decision problems
In this section, we consider some decision problems for timed tree automata. We start
by studying the computational complexity of the reachability problem. Then, we prove
the decidability of the nonemptiness problem for all the considered classes, and discuss
its computational complexity. Finally, we consider the equivalence problem and prove
that it is decidable for the classes of deterministic automata, while it is undecidable for
the others. We also show that a weaker notion of equivalence (untimed equivalence)
is indeed decidable in all classes.
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6.1. The reachability problem
Correctness properties of reactive systems can be divided into two broad classes
[19,20]: safety and liveness properties. A safety property asserts that “nothing bad will
happen” while a liveness property requires that “something good will happen”. Veri/-
cation of safety properties for automata corresponds to solve a reachability problem.
Given a location s and a set F of locations of an automaton A, the reachability problem
can be stated as the problem of deciding if there exists a run of A from s to some
locations from F .
In timed tree automata it is possible to de/ne a ∀-reachability problem and a
∃-reachability problem. In the /rst case, for a given tree automaton A, we want to
determine if there exist a run of A which starts from a location s and reaches on
each path a location from a set F . In the second case, we want to determine if a
location of F is instead reachable from s on at least a path of a run. We observe
that both these problems are special cases of the nonemptiness problem for timed
B8uchi and Muller tree automata that will be discussed in Section 6.2. Moreover, the
∃-reachability problem can be easily reformulated as the reachability problem for timed
automata on words and thus is PSPACE-complete [2]. In the following, we prove that
the ∀-reachability problem is instead EXPTIME-complete.
Lemma 6.1. The ∀-reachability problem for timed tree automata is EXPTIME-hard.
Proof. We reduce the halting problem for alternating linear bounded automata. Con-
sider a Turing machine M that uses n tape positions for an input word of length n
over a tape alphabet , and let Q be the set of control states that are partitioned into
Q∃ and Q∀. The transitions of M are of the form e= 〈q; (; q′; (′; L=R〉 meaning that
if the control state is q and the current symbol is (, then M , according to e, can
overwrite the current cell with (′, update the control state to q′, and move left (L) or
right (R). If many transitions are applicable, then depending on whether the current
control state belongs to Q∃ or Q∀, either a transition is chosen or all transitions are
chosen (the computation of M continues according to each of the chosen transitions).
A computation of M has thus a tree structure, and the problem of deciding whether M
reaches, on all paths of a computation, a given control state qf is EXPTIME-complete.
A con/guration of M is a word (1 : : : (i−1(q; (i) : : : (n where (1 : : : (n is the tape
content, q is the current state and the tape head is on (i. A computation is encoded as
a tree over the alphabet ∪ (Q×) in such a way that each con/guration corresponds
to a /nite portion of a path, and if a con/guration C is followed by the con/gurations
C1; : : : ; Ck then the children of the node labeled with the last symbol of C are the
nodes labeled with the /rst symbols of C1; : : : ; Ck . Thus, each path of such a tree is
a concatenation of consecutive con/gurations. A halting computation is encoded by
a /nite tree, and in general trees encoding M computations may have /nite paths.
We generalize this encoding to !-trees by arbitrarily extending any /nite path of an
encoding of an M computation.
We construct a timed tree transition table A=(∪ (Q×); S; S0; '; C) and de/ne a
set F ⊆ S in such a way that there exist a tree t and a run r of A on t reaching a
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state in F on all paths if and only if t encodes a halting computation of M . There are
four main tasks performed by A: the /rst n nodes of a tree correctly encode the initial
con/guration, each path encodes a sequence of con/gurations, the input tree correctly
rePects the branching structure of M behaviors, and consecutive con/gurations are
consistent with the transitions of M . The part of A relatively to the /rst task is quite
simple and we omit it. For the second task, we can implement in the locations of A a
counter modulo n to check that each con/guration has length n and a counter modulo
2 to check that each con/guration contains exactly one state of M . If a second state is
encountered in a con/guration, A halts. The counter modulo n also gives the position
in the M tape of the current A input. The third and fourth tasks are more involved.
Consider a con/guration C = (1 : : : (i−1(q; (i)(i+1 : : : (n such that q 	= qf. In the A
locations, we use a component (e-component) to store the M transition which is taken
to enter the current con/guration, and a component (head-component) to store the
symbol under the tape head of M and its position in the previous con/guration. When
A reads (n at the end of con/guration C (we recognize that we have reached the end
of the con/guration because of the counter modulo n), there are two possible cases. If
q∈Q∃ then the e-component is nondeterministically updated with a transition of M on
(i from state q. If q∈Q∀ then, denoted by e1; : : : ; em the list of all the transitions of M
from q on the symbol (i, the e-component is updated with ei on the ith children of the
current node (we recall that according to the above de/nition of an !-tree encoding a
computation of M , there are exactly m children of the current node).
To complete the description of A, we show how to check for the consistency of con-
secutive con/gurations. Let C′ be the con/guration following C and e= 〈q; (i; q′; (′i ; D〉
be an M transition from q on (i. To check that C and C′ are consistent with e, we have
to check that C′= (1 : : : (q′; (i−1)(′i (i+1 : : : (n, if D=L, and C
′= (1 : : : (i−1(′i (q
′; (i+1)
: : : (n, otherwise. We use a clock x(i for each position i=1; : : : ; n of a con/guration
and each symbol (∈. Clocks x(i are used to store the content of the ith position of
the tape in the previous con/guration. The related clock constraints are conjunctions
of simple constraints of type x= k, for an integer k, and are de/ned to allow exactly
a transition of A at each integer time. A clock x(i is reset only on a transition e on
either an input ( or (q; () if A is scanning the ith position of a con/guration of M .
Such a transition e is enabled if only if exactly n time units have elapsed since the
ith position of the previous con/guration has been scanned, so that we can retrieve
the content of this position. This along with the information stored in the locations
(i.e., tape head position in the previous con/guration, current position, transition being
executed) are suRcient to perform the consistency check.
Finally, if q= qf then A moves to a particular location f while reading (n. To
complete the reduction it is suRcient to de/ne F = {f}.
Theorem 6.2. The ∀-reachability problem for timed tree automata is EXPTIME-
complete.
Proof. By Lemma 6.1 it is suRcient to prove only the membership in EXPTIME. By
the region automaton construction from Section 3, and Lemma 3.1, the ∀-reachability
problem for timed tree automata A can be reduced to a ∀-reachability problem for a
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tree automata of size exponential in the size of A. Since this last problem can be easily
solved in polynomial time, we get that ∀-reachability problem for timed tree automata
is in EXPTIME.
6.2. The nonemptiness problem
The nonemptiness problem for timed tree automata can be stated as: “Given a timed
tree automaton A, we want to determine if T (A) 	= ∅”. The following theorem proves
that this problem is decidable for all the classes of automata we consider.
Theorem 6.3. The nonemptiness problem is decidable for TMTA.
Proof. Let T ∈TMTA, we have that T is empty if and only if Untime(T ) is empty.
From Theorem 3.5, Untime(T ) is accepted by Muller tree automata. Since the nonempti-
ness problem is decidable for the tree languages accepted by Muller automata [18], we
have the decidability for TMTA.
By Corollary 5.3 we have the following corollary to Theorem 6.3.
Corollary 6.4. The nonemptiness problem is decidable for DTBTA, DTMTA and
TBTA.
In the following we discuss the complexity of the nonemptiness problem for TBTA
and TMTA. We start proving a lower bound.
Lemma 6.5. The nonemptiness problem for TBTA and TMTA is EXPTIME-hard.
Proof. Let A=(; S; S0; '; C) a timed tree transition table, a state s0 ∈ S, and F ⊆ S.
We show that the ∀-reachability problem can be reduced to the nonemptiness problem
for both TBTA and TMTA, by a simple modi/cation of A. Let sf 	∈ S, we de/ne '′
as the set obtained from ' adding the transitions (s; (; sf; ∅; true) and (sf; (; sf; ∅; true)
for any s∈F and (∈. De/ne A′ as the TBTA (; S ∪{sf}; {s0}; '′; C; {sf}) and A′′
as the TMTA (; S ∪{sf}; {s0}; '′; C; {{sf}}). We observe that T (A′) 	= ∅ if and only
if T (A′′) 	= ∅. It is easy to verify that there exists a run of A that reaches a location
of F from s0 if and only if T (A′) 	= ∅, and thus T (A′′) 	= ∅. Thus, by Lemma 6.1 we
have that the nonemptiness problem for TBTA and TMTA is EXPTIME-hard.
We recall that the nonemptiness problem for BTA is decidable in polynomial time
[7]. If we combine this result with the region automaton construction from Section 3,
by Remark 3.4 and Lemma 6.5 we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.6. The nonemptiness problem for TBTA is EXPTIME-complete.
Checking for the nonemptiness for MTA relies on translating an MTA to a Rabin
chain tree automaton. We briePy recall the Rabin acceptance condition and then show
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how to obtain an exponential-time algorithm to check for the nonemptiness of timed
Muller tree automata. In the Rabin acceptance condition, we have a family of pairs
of location subsets {(E1; F1); : : : ; (Em; Fm)}, with the meaning that an accepting run r
ful/lls the property “for all paths  there exists a pair (Ei; Fi); i∈{1; : : : ; m}, such
that In(r|)∩Ei = ∅ and In(r|)∩Fi 	= ∅”. In other words, along any path for some i,
locations in Ei repeat only /nitely often and at least a location in Fi repeats in/nitely
often. A Rabin chain tree automaton is a Rabin tree automaton with the property
that E1⊂F1⊂ · · · ⊂Em⊂Fm. We recall that the emptiness problem for a Rabin tree
automaton with n states and m pairs can be decided in O((mn)cm) time, where c is a
constant [21].
Rabin (chain) tree automata characterize the same class of languages as Muller tree
automata [25]. From a Muller tree automaton with n locations it is possible to con-
struct a language equivalent Rabin chain tree automaton with 2O(n log n) locations and n
pairs [25]. If we directly apply this construction to the MTA AU described in Section
3, we obtain a Rabin tree automaton of doubly exponential size and thus a doubly
exponential-time algorithm to solve the nonemptiness problem for TMTA. We observe
that the acceptance condition of a timed tree automaton only concerns the locations
and not the whole states. This suggests to reverse the order of the above translations.
We /rst translate a TMTA to a language-equivalent timed tree automaton B with
a Rabin chain acceptance condition. Such an automaton B has 2O(n log n) locations and
acceptance condition {(E1; F1); : : : ; (En; Fn)}, where n is the number of locations in
the starting TMTA A. Then, we construct a Rabin chain tree automaton from B by
applying the region automaton construction from Section 3: with respect to the con-
struction of AU in case of a TBTA, here we need to implement also a counter modulo
3 for each set Fi. We obtain a Rabin tree automaton B′ with acceptance condition
{(E′1; F ′1 ); : : : ; (E′n; F ′n)} such that for i=1; : : : ; n; E′i contains all the locations with /rst
component in Ei and F ′i contains all the locations with the ith counter at 2. With respect
to AU from Section 3, the number of locations of B′ is only increased by a factor 3n,
thus by Lemma 3.1, the number of locations of B′ is 2O(n log n+k log k+log cmax), where k
is number of clocks of A and cmax is the largest constant in the clock constraints of A
(notice that A and B have the same clock constraints and the same clocks). Clearly, B′
accepts Untime(T (A)), and has 2O(n log n+k log k+log cmax) locations and n pairs. Combining
this construction with Pnueli and Rosner’s algorithm [21], we get an algorithm to de-
cide the nonemptiness for TMTA in 2O(n (n log n+k log k+log cmax)) time. Hence, by Lemma
6.5, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 6.7. The nonemptiness problem for TMTA is EXPTIME-complete.
6.3. The equivalence problem
In this section, we briePy consider the equivalence problem for the classes of
automata we have introduced.
Theorem 6.8. The equivalence problem is undecidable for TMTA and TBTA while
it is decidable for DTMTA and DTBTA.
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Proof. The undecidability is inherited from the undecidability of the equivalence prob-
lem for the corresponding classes of timed !-sequence languages [2]. The decidability
for the deterministic classes follows from Theorems 5.4 and 6.3.
Let A and A′ be two timed tree automata, we say that A is untimed equivalent to A′
if and only if Untime(T (A))=Untime(T (A′)). From the decidability of the equivalence
problem for MTA and Theorem 3.5, we can state the following:
Theorem 6.9. The untimed equivalence problem is decidable for TMTA.
7. Highly deterministic timed tree automata
In this section, we introduce the class of highly deterministic timed tree automata.
We prove that the ∀-reachability problem for this class of automata is PSPACE-complete,
while checking for the nonemptiness is still EXPTIME-complete. We also show that the
nonemptiness problem for either timed B8uchi or timed Muller tree automata can be
reduced to the nonemptiness problem for the corresponding highly deterministic class
of automata. This result gives a “small model” theorem for the nonemptiness of timed
tree automata which turns out to be useful to prove the decidability of dense-time
temporal logic in the branching-time paradigm (see Section 8).
A timed tree transition table (; S; S0; '; C) is said to be highly deterministic if for
any s∈ S there exists at most a transition that can be taken from s. A highly determin-
istic timed B8uchi (resp. Muller) tree automaton is a timed B8uchi (resp. Muller) tree
automaton whose transition table is highly deterministic. An immediate property of
such an automaton A is that if T (A) is not empty then Untime(T (A)) contains exactly
one tree. We can thus decouple the timing features from the acceptance conditions,
and checking for the nonemptiness of A can be reduced to separately checking for
the nonemptiness of a tree automaton given by the discrete part of A (i.e., we discard
all the clocks), and for the existence of an in/nite run of A. As shown in the next
lemma, this does not improve the computational complexity of the nonemptiness prob-
lem since, for this class of automata, checking for the existence of an in/nite run is still
EXPTIME-hard.
Lemma 7.1. Deciding if there exists an in;nite run for a highly deterministic timed
tree automaton is EXPTIME-hard.
Proof. We reduce from alternating linear bounded automata. Given an alternating
linear bounded automaton M and an input word w of length n, we consider the problem
of checking for the existence of a computation r of M on w such that M cycles on all
the paths of r (we recall that computations of alternating linear bounded automata can
be represented as trees). Since in highly deterministic timed tree automata from each
location there is at most a transition, the branching degree from each location and the
resets are /xed. With respect to the construction given in the proof of Lemma 6.1, here
we need a more sophisticated encoding of the con/gurations (1 : : : (i−1(q; (i) : : : (n and











Fig. 3. Transition graph of the constructed highly deterministic timed tree automaton.
the transitions e= 〈q; (; q′; (′; L=R〉 of M . We use a clock xe to store the current transi-
tion, clocks x1; : : : ; xn to store the current con/guration of M , and an auxiliary clock y.
Let m1 be the number of M transitions, and m2 be the cardinality of ∪ (Q×),
where Q is the set of states and  is the input alphabet of M . We number the tran-
sitions from 1 to m1 and the elements of ∪ (Q×) from 1 to m2. To denote the
associated number, we use a function l for each symbol in ∪ (Q×) and each tran-
sition of M . Moreover, we denote by k the largest number of M transitions that are
simultaneously taken in any M computation (i.e., the maximum degree over all the
nodes of M computations).
The constructed highly deterministic timed tree automaton consists of two parts (see
Fig. 3). The /rst part is a set of transitions and states which are used to initialize the
clocks with the starting con/guration of M , and corresponds to the simple path from s0
through s2n+1 in Fig. 3. The second part concerns the selection of the transitions (sub-
graph B) and the related updating of M con/gurations. The encoding of a con/guration
of M along with the selection of a transition is done over a time interval of width
m1+n (m2+1)+k+1. For each tape cell i, we reset clock xi at time (i−1) (m2+1)+l(p)
if p is the ith symbol in the current con/guration of M . Clock y is used to ensure
that the encoding of the ith con/guration is started at time (i−1) (m2 +1). Thus when
s2n+1 is reached, the values of x1; : : : ; xn encode the current con/guration of M and time
n (m2 +1) has elapsed. This is true on both the simple paths from s0 through s2n+1 and
from s1 through s2n+1. While on the simple path from s0 through s2n+1, the reset of
clocks xi’s is /xed according to the initial con/guration of M , on the other path, it de-
pends on the current values of the clocks xi’s and on the value of xe (i.e., the selected
transition). Notice that, due to the chosen encoding, the values of these clocks can be
correctly interpreted at each integer time of the time interval since their last reset.
To complete the proof we need to describe both the selection of the transitions and
the management of the alternation between universal and existential states of M . For
this purpose we use the transitions and locations which are graphically represented in
the sub-graph B of Fig. 3. We observe that this sub-graph contains a tree t rooted
at s2n+1 and with leaves s′1; : : : ; s
′
k . The k paths of t are used to capture the branch-
ing degree of the nodes of M computations which is bounded above by k. From
each internal node we have a unique transition with branching degree at most 2, and
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clocks are reset only on the last edge of any of these paths, consistently with M
computations. Since the actual branching degree in a computation tree of M may dif-
fer for diIerent nodes, and in highly deterministic timed tree automata the branching
degree is /xed for each location, we need to consider some /ctitious con/gurations
and transitions. For example, suppose that the current state of M , say q, is a ∀ state,
the symbol under the tape head is ( and all the transitions of M from q on ( are
e1 = 〈q; (; q1; (1; D1〉; : : : ; eh = 〈q; (; qh; (h; Dh〉, such that h6k and l(e1)¡ · · ·¡l(eh).
For i6h, the transition from the parent node of s′i is taken when y= l(ei), and clock xe
is reset only on the branch to s′i . On the remaining paths, we do the same at y=m1+j
for j=1; : : : ; k − h (clearly, there are no remaining paths if k = h). This way, we use
values from m1 + 1 through m1 + k to encode transitions which are not M transitions.
The eIect of these additional transitions is to enter a special con/guration (which is
not an actual con/guration of M , for example a con/guration with no states of M)
on which the constructed automaton cycles, in the sense that only these new transi-
tions can be taken on all paths. Since we are modeling the nonhalting problem, this
choice corresponds to disregarding these paths. Finally, we use transitions from each
s′i to s1 when y=m1 + k + 1, thus on all paths s1 is re-entered exactly after that time
m1 + n (m2 + 1) + k + 1 has elapsed.
Further details are left to the reader.
By the above lemma and Theorems 6.6 and 6.7, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 7.2. The nonemptiness problem for highly deterministic timed B8uchi and
Muller tree automata is EXPTIME-complete.
The simpli/ed structure of highly deterministic timed tree automata has instead an
impact on the computational complexity of the ∀-reachability problem. We prove the
following result.
Theorem 7.3. The ∀-reachability problem for highly deterministic timed tree automata
is PSPACE-complete.
Proof. We /rst prove membership in PSPACE. Consider a highly deterministic timed
transition table A=(; S; S0; '; C), a set of locations F ⊆Q and a location s. We claim
that there exists a run r from s such that on all the paths of r a location in F is reached
if and only if there exists a run r′ starting from s such that on all the paths of r′ a loca-
tion in F is reached taking at most |Q| transitions. To see this, suppose by contradiction
that for all runs of A from s a location in F is reached on all paths but there exists a
path on which no location of F can be reached in |Q| transition steps. This means that
on such a path a location repeats twice, and thus there exists a cycle containing only
locations which are not in F . Since from any location there is at most a transition of
A, we have that this path does not contain a location in F at all. Thus in every run
there is a path which does not contain locations of F and this contradicts the above
hypothesis. A procedure to solve this problem thus needs only to explore a /nite frag-
ment of height |Q|, for each run of the automaton AU starting from the state 〈s; 10; 2〉
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(or 〈s; 10; 2; 0〉, in the case of TBTA) where 10 is the region where all clocks evaluate
0. Clearly, this can be done using polynomial space and hence we have shown that
the ∀-reachability problem for highly deterministic timed tree automata is in PSPACE.
To complete the proof we reduce the problem of deciding whether a quanti/ed
boolean formula is true. This problem is known to be PSPACE-complete [12]. Let
’=A1p1 : : : Anpn f(p1; : : : ; pn) be a quanti/ed boolean formula, where each Ai is either
an existential or an universal quanti/er and f is a boolean formula over the variables
p1; : : : ; pn. We de/ne a highly deterministic timed tree transition table with locations
{s0; : : : ; sn+1; s′1; : : : ; s′n} and clocks {x1; : : : ; xn; y}. If Ai =∀ then we add a transition
(si−1; (; si; s′i ; {xi}; ∅; xi =2i − 1) and a transition (s′i ; (; si; {xi}; xi =2i). If Ai =∃ then
we add a transition (si−1; (; si; {xi}; xi =2i − 1∨ xi =2i). (Notice that we only use the
location s′i ’s such that Ai =∀.) Intuitively, resetting xi at time 2i corresponds to setting
pi to true, while resetting xi at time 2i− 1 corresponds to setting pi to false. Finally,
we add a transition (sn; (; sn+1; ∅; #∧y=2n + 1), where # is the clock constraint ob-
tained from the boolean formula f by replacing each occurrence of the literal pi with
(xi =2n−2i+1) and each occurrence of the literal ¬pi with (xi =2n− i+2). Clearly,
A is a highly deterministic timed tree transition table and, starting from s0, location
sn+1 is reachable on all paths if and only if ’ is true.
Given a timed B8uchi tree automaton A=(; S; S0; '; C; F), we say that a timed B8uchi
tree automaton A′=(; S ′; S ′0; '
′; C; F ′) is contained in A if S ′⊆ S; S ′0⊆ S0; F ′⊆F ,
and if (s; (; s1; : : : ; sh; %1; : : : ; %h; #′)∈'′ then there exists # such that #′ implies # and
(s; (; s1; : : : ; sh; %1; : : : ; %h; #)∈'. Clearly, T (A′)⊆T (A) holds. Let ≡ be an equivalence
relation over the set S, we say that ≡ is compatible with a timed B8uchi (resp. Muller)
tree automaton A=(; S; S0; '; C; F) (resp. A=(; S; S0; '; C;  )) if ≡ is such that
whenever s ≡ s′ then:
• s∈ S0 if and only if s′ ∈ S0;
• s∈F if and only if s′ ∈F (resp. for F ∈ ; s∈F if and only if s′ ∈F),
• (s; (; s1; : : : ; sh; %1; : : : ; %h; #)∈' implies that there exists a transition (s′; (; s′1; : : : ; s′h; %′1;
: : : ; %′h; #
′)∈' such that si ≡ s′i for i=1; : : : ; h.
For an equivalence relation ≡, we denote by [s]≡ the equivalence class of s, that is
{s′ | s≡ s′}. Given an equivalence relation ≡ which is compatible with a timed B8uchi
tree automaton A, we de/ne the quotient automaton A≡ as the timed B8uchi tree automa-
ton (; S ′; S ′0; '
′; C; F ′) where S ′= {[s]≡ | s∈ S}; S ′0 = {[s]≡ | s∈ SO}; F ′= {[s]≡ | s∈F},
and ([s]≡; (; [s1]≡; : : : ; [sk ]≡; %1; : : : ; %k ; #)∈'′ if and only if (s; (; s1; : : : ; sh; %1; : : : ; %h; #)
∈'. Analogously, we can de/ne the containment and the quotient automaton for
TMTA. We recall that a regular tree is an !-tree containing a /nite number of subtrees.
Given a timed B8uchi (resp. Muller) tree automaton A and a regular run r of R(A) on
a regular tree t ∈UntimeT (A)), we de/ne a shrink of r and t as the labeled directed
/nite graph G=(V; E; lab) such that there is a mapping A :dom(t)→V such that:
• for any u; u′ ∈dom(t); A(u)= A(u′) implies that deg(u)=deg(u′); A(ui)= A(u′i) for
each i=1; : : : ; deg(u); r(u)= r(u′), and t(u)= t(u′);
• E= {(A(u); A(ui); i) | u∈dom(t) and i6deg(u)}, and (v; v′; i)∈E is an edge from v
to v′ labeled by i;
• for v∈V; lab(v)= (r(u); t(u)) for any u such that v= A(u).
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From the de/nition of regular trees, such a graph G always exists. The following
theorem holds.
Theorem 7.4. Given A∈TBTA (resp. A∈TMTA); T (A) is not empty if and only if
there exist a highly deterministic timed B8uchi (resp. Muller) tree automaton A′ and
an equivalence relation ≡ compatible with A′ such that Untime(T (A′))= 1 and A′≡ is
contained in A.
Proof. We prove the statement for A∈TBTA, the proof for TMTA is analogous.
Consider /rst the forward direction. Let A=(; S; S0; '; C; F) be a TBTA. By hy-
pothesis T (A) is not empty, then Untime(T (A)) is also not empty. Thus there ex-
ist a regular tree t ∈Untime(T (A)) [24] and an accepting run r of R(A) on t such
that r is a regular tree. Let G=(V; E; lab) be a shrink of r and t, where  cor-
responds to v0 and lab(v0)= (r(); t()). We de/ne A′ as the timed tree automaton
(; S ′; {〈s0; [$0]〉}; '′; C; F ′) where:
• s0 ∈ S0; $0(x)= 0 for any x∈C, and r()= 〈s0; [$0]〉;
• S ′= {〈s; 1〉 | ∃v∈V such that lab(v)= (〈s; 1〉; ()};
• a transition rule (〈s; 1〉; (; 〈s1; 11〉; : : : ; 〈sk ; 1k〉; %1; : : : ; %k ; #) belongs to '′ if and only
if lab(v)= (〈s; 1〉; () and if (v; v1; 1); : : : ; (v; vh; h)∈E are all the edges from v then
(1) h= k, (2) lab(vi)= (〈si; 1i〉; (i) for i=1; : : : ; k, and (3) there exists a d¿0 such
that (1+ d) satis/es # and 1i = [%i → 0](1+ d) for i=1; : : : ; k;
• F ′= {〈s; 1〉 | s∈F}∩ S ′.
Directly from the above de/nition we have that for each 〈s; 1〉 ∈ S ′ there is only a
transition rule that can be executed from 〈s; 1〉 and Untime(T (A′))= {t}. Thus A′ is a
highly deterministic timed B8uchi tree automaton. Consider now the equivalence relation
≡ de/ned as 〈s; 1〉≡ 〈s′; 1′〉 for all 1; 1′. It is easy to verify that ≡ is compatible with A′,
and up to an isomorphism on the states of A′≡; A
′
≡ is contained in A. For the converse
direction, we observe that for any highly deterministic timed B8uchi tree automaton
A′; T (A′)⊆T (A′≡) holds for any equivalence relation ≡ over the states of A′ which
is compatible with A′. Thus, if |Untime(T (A′))|=1 and T (A′≡)⊆T (A), then T (A) is
not empty.
8. Synthesis and veri+cation of real-time systems
In this section, we will discuss some applications of the theory of timed tree
automata to obtain decision results for system veri/cation and synthesis. We focus
on the decidability of dense-time temporal logic and the control synthesis problem for
timed automata.
8.1. Dense-time temporal logic
Dense-time temporal logics allow reference to the time elapsed between events and
then are suitable when we want to check that some hard real-time constraints are
satis/ed. A typical assertion that can be expressed is “within time 5; p must be true
until q becomes true”. The semantics of time is dense, that is time grows, continuously
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and uniformly, in the range of the positive real numbers. Timed tree automata have
been applied to prove the decidability of the dense-time logics TCTL [15] and STCTL
[16]. We start by recalling the de/nition of TCTL [1], then we de/ne STCTL as a semantic
restriction of TCTL to timed trees.
Let AP be a set of atomic propositions, the syntax of TCTL-formulae is given by the
following grammar:
’ := p | ¬’ |’ ∧ ’ | ∃[’U≈c’] | ∀[’U≈c’];
where p∈AP, ≈∈{¡;6;=;¿;¿}, and c is a rational number. We de/ne a dense
path through a set of nodes S as a function 4 :R+→ S. With 4I we denote the restric-
tion of 4 to an interval I and with 4[0; b) · 4′ the dense path de/ned by concatenating
4′ to 4[0; b), that is, (4[0; b) · 4′)(d)= 4(d), if d¡b, and (4[0; b) · 4′)(d)= 4′(d − b),
otherwise. The semantics of TCTL is given with respect to a dense tree.
A -valued dense tree M is a triple (S; C; f) where:
• S is a set of nodes;
• C : S→ is a labeling function;
• f is a function assigning to each q∈Q a set of dense paths through Q, starting at q,
and satisfying the tree constraints: (i) ∀4∈f(q) and ∀t ∈R+; 4[0; t) ·f(4(t))⊆f(q),
and (ii) ∀4∈f(q) and ∀t ∈R+; 4[t;∞) ∈f(4(t)).
Given a 2AP-valued dense tree M =(S; C; f), a state s, and a formula ’; ’ is satis/ed
at s in M if and only if M; s |=’, where the relation |= is de/ned as follows:
• for p∈AP; M; s |=p if and only if p∈ C(s);
• M; s |=¬ if and only if not(M; s |=  );
• M; s |=  1 ∧  2 if and only if M; s |=  1 and M; s |=  2;
• M; s |=∃[ 1U≈c 2] if and only if ∃4∈f(s) and ∃d≈ c such that M; 4(d) |=  2 and
for each d′ such that 06d′¡d; M; 4(d′) |=  1;
• M; s |=∀[ 1U≈c 2] if and only if ∀4∈f(s); ∃d≈; c such that M; 4(d) |=  2 and
M; 4(d′) |=  1 for each d′ such that 06d′¡d.
The ;nite satis;ability of TCTL is de/ned with respect to timed graphs, i.e. input-free
timed automata on !-sequences whose locations are mapped to an assignment of the
atomic propositions AP. The dense tree M de/ned by a timed graph G is a tuple
(S ×Rn; C′; f) where S is the set of G locations, C′(s; $)= C(s) and f(s; $) is the set
of all the paths corresponding to runs of G starting from (s; $). For a formula ’, we
say that ’ is ;nitely satis;able if and only if M; (s0; $0) |=’ where $0(x)= 0 for any
clock x∈C. The /nite satis/ability of TCTL-formulae is not decidable [1]. If the syntax
of formulae is restricted by preventing the use of the equality in the time constraints
of TCTL-connectives, then the /nite satis/ability becomes decidable in time exponential
in the size of the formula.
Remark 8.1 (La Torre and Napoli [15]; La Torre [14]). The /nite satis/ability of
TCTL-formulae without equality in the time constraints is EXPTIME-complete.
The proof of the above result is based on a reduction to the nonemptiness problem
for TBTA. We observe that the correctness of this reduction in the direction from the
nonemptiness problem to the satis/ability problem is ensured by Theorem 7.4.
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A second restriction of TCTL, that has been proved decidable by a reduction to
the nonemptiness problem for TBTA, is STCTL [16]. An STCTL-structure is a timed
2AP × 2AP-valued !-tree (t; ) with ()= 0. Given an STCTL-structure (t; ) we denote
by topen and tsing the functions de/ned as (topen(v); tsing(v))= t(v) for each v∈dom(t).
An open and a singular interval along the paths in (t; ) correspond to each node
v 	= : topen(v) and tsing(v) are the sets of the atomic propositions which are true in
these two intervals. For v= , only tsing() is meaningful. Given a path = v0; v1; v2; : : :
in an STCTL-structure (t; ), a dense path in (t; ) corresponding to  and shifted by d




tsing(vi) if d+ d′ = vi
topen(vi+1) if vi ¡ d+ d
′ ¡ vi+1 :
Thus any dense path in (t; ) corresponds to a sequence of alternatively open and
singular intervals where the truth values stay unchanged. Clearly, an STCTL-structure
has a dense time semantics on paths and a discrete branching-time structure, and thus it
is possible to de/ne a corresponding dense tree Mt;. The problem of STCTL-satis/ability
has been proven to be undecidable [13]. As for the /nite satis/ability of TCTL also
STCTL becomes decidable if the equality is not allowed in the time constraint. A decision
procedure is obtained by reducing this problem to the nonemptiness problem of TBTA.
In particular, given a formula ’ without the equality in the time constraints it is
possible to construct a TBTA accepting a nonempty language if and only if ’ is
STCTL-satis/able. Moreover, all the accepted trees are STCTL-models of ’.
Remark 8.2 (La Torre and Napoli [16]; La Torre [14]). Given a formula ’ without
equality in the time constraints, the STCTL-satis/ability of ’ is EXPTIME-complete.
8.2. Timed games
In/nite two-player games are the natural framework to model open reactive systems,
that is reactive systems whose behavior depends not only on their current state but also
from the behavior of the environment. The eIective construction of winning strategies
in games corresponds to synthesizing a correct controller for the given system. In this
section, we will briePy describe an automata-based approach to solve some control
synthesis problems for timed automata.
A controller synthesis problem for timed automata can be modeled as a timed game.
A play of a timed game is constructed in the following way. At each time, a player
declares how long it will wait idling until its next choice. When one of the players
or both move, both the players are allowed to redeclare their next move and the time
they will issue it. That is, if a player moves before the other, the latter is allowed to
change its former decision. We require that both players play fairly, in the sense that
each of them cannot use tricks to prevent the other taking actions by unrealistically
stopping the time. To ensure this, we assume that the timed automata we consider are
strongly nonzeno, that is for each cycle induced by the transition rule there is at least
a transition that resets a clock x and a transition that is enabled only if x¿1. We
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search for winning strategies of the system, while the environment is our adversary. 3
For this reason, we consider explicitly only the moves of the system while the moves
of the environment will be modeled by the nondeterminism of the timed automaton.
To allow the environment to move even if the system is not taking any actual move
we introduce the empty action .
A timed game is a pair (A; P) where A=(; Q; Q0; '; C) is a timed transition table
on sequences, and P is the winning condition, that is a predicate over the locations Q
which expresses the condition that must hold for the system to win the game. Placing
restrictions on the kind of predicates which are allowed, we can de/ne diIerent classes
of games. A play of the game is a run of the automaton, and a strategy is a function
that gives the moves of the system along all the plays in the game that are determined
by the previous moves of the system and the environment. In other words, in the
interpretation of a run as a continuous path given in the previous section, for any
pre/x of such a dense path a strategy f gives the current move of the system. Thus,
f actually corresponds to a dense tree given by all the runs obtained by f and the
nondeterminism of A on the moves of f. A winning strategy is a strategy such that
all its runs satisfy the winning condition.
In the general de/nition of timed games, both players have the same capabilities,
and in particular, they can be modeled both as timed automata. Here we restrict the
behavior of the environment. We allow the environment to be able to move only
when the system moves, that is, it cannot decide the time of its next move. This is
rePected in the de/nition of timed game, by removing the  moves. In the following,
with timed game we mean this restricted version of timed game. We solve timed
reachability games, timed B8uchi games, and timed Muller games with this restriction
on the environment moves. In a timed reachability game the winning condition is given
by a subset of A locations with the meaning that the system wins if a location of P
is reached. For timed B8uchi (resp. Muller) games we use as a winning condition the
B8uchi (resp. Muller) acceptance condition.
Given a timed game (A; P), where A=(;Q;Q0; '; C), we de/ne a corresponding
timed tree transition table A′=(;Q;Q0; '′; C) such that a transition (s; (; s1; : : : ; sk ; %1;
: : : ; %k ; #)∈'′, if and only if:
• # is satis/able;
• {(s; (; si; %i; #i)∈' | i=1; : : : ; k} is the maximal set of A transitions from s and on
the symbol ( such that #1 ∧ : : : ∧ #k ∧ # is equivalent to #, and for all #′ such that
# implies #′; #1 ∧ · · · ∧ #k ∧ #′ is equivalent to #.
We observe that for a set {(s; (; si; %i; #i)∈' | i=1; : : : ; k}, we may add to '′ up to
2k transitions. Thus, the size of '′ is O(2|'|), while the locations, the clocks, and the
largest constant in the clock constraints of A′ are the same as for A.
For a timed reachability game (A; P), by the above construction we have that there
exists a winning strategy if and only if the ∀-reachability problem for A′ along with
the set P has a solution. Clearly, timed reachability games admit a /nite-state winning
3 Notice that a symmetric de/nition of games is possible and all the results described in this section also
hold in the general case.
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strategy that can be eIectively constructed. From Theorem 6.2, this decision problem
is EXPTIME-complete.
Theorem 8.3. Timed reachability games are EXPTIME-complete.
Let A′′ be the timed tree automaton obtained by coupling the timed tree transition
table A′ with the acceptance condition P. For a timed B8uchi (resp. Muller) game (A; P),
by the above construction we have that there exists a winning strategy if and only if
T (A′′) is not empty. By Theorem 7.4, these games admit a /nite-state strategy that
can be eIectively determined. By Theorems 6.6 and 6.7, we get an upper bound on
the complexity of timed B8uchi games and timed Muller games.
Theorem 8.4. Timed B8uchi games and timed Muller games are EXPTIME-complete.
9. Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied a theory of /nite automata on timed !-trees. We
have considered both deterministic and nondeterministic paradigms and both Muller
and B8uchi acceptance conditions. We have studied the relationships among the various
classes of languages, some closure properties, and decision problems. Concerning this
theory the main result is the decidability of the nonemptiness problem. We have proved
that the nonemptiness problem is EXPTIME-complete for timed B8uchi tree automata and
timed Muller tree automata.
The decidability of the nonemptiness problem for timed tree automata turns out to
be extremely useful in obtaining decidability results in the /eld of dense-time temporal
logics and has a direct application to solving some timed games. In particular, the
satis/ability problem of STCTL can be reduced to the nonemptiness problem of B8uchi
automata on timed !-trees [16]. Moreover, the result on highly deterministic timed tree
automata presented in Section 7 is used to relate timed tree automata to timed graphs
and to reduce the /nite satis/ability of TCTL [1] to the nonemptiness problem of B8uchi
automata on timed !-trees [15].
Finally, we have shown how the existence of a winning strategy in reachability,
B8uchi, and Muller timed games with a “discrete” environment can be reformulated
as decision problems for timed tree automata. The lower bound for the ∀-reachability
problem of timed tree automata gives also a lower bound for the restricted timed games
we consider, and thus to timed games in general. We recall that the EXPTIME-hardness
of timed games was proved /rst by Henzinger and Kopke [11].
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